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How to 

Double Your 
Sales and 
Double Your 
Income
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In this powerful sales training video recorded 
in front of a live audience, you'll learn sales 
skills that will take your career to the next 
level. Sales training legend Brian Tracy gives 
you a series of practical, proven closing 
sales techniques you can use immediately to 
increase productivity. You'll learn prospect-
inging skills, overcoming call reluctance, getting 
more qualified appointments, building long-
term relationships, and closing the sale. 
You'll also learn how to get and stay moti-
vated to reach your important sales goals, all 
year long. From rookies to veterans, this is a 
"must view" sales training program.

Brian Tracy is one of the most in-demand 
speakers in the world on the subjects of sales 
training and personal development. He's a 
dynamic and entertaining presenter, teaching 
critical laws and important ideas on how to 
reach higher levels of achievement, and avoid 
the most common reasons many people fail. 
AsAs the author of dozens of books covering 
the entire spectrum of human and corporate 
performance, Brian Tracy has appeared on 
countless television and radio shows. He is 
also featured regularly in major publications 
across the country, and overseas. Brian Tracy 
has also conducted high-level consulting 
assignmentsassignments with several billion-dollar-plus 
corporations in strategic planning and organi-
zation development. Discover why Brian 
Tracy is touted as being one of America's 
leading sales training gurus.

Brian Tracy
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PART ONE

SEVEN CHARACTERISTICS OF TOP SALESPEOPLE

1.             Ambitious                     : they see themselves as capable of 

               being the best                                    .

 • Top      20     % of salespeople make     80     % of the sales.

2.               Courageous              : they work to confront the          fears          

that hold most salespeople back.

3.              Committed             : they           believe          in their companies, their 

products/services, and their customers.

 •            Caring          is the critical element in successful selling.

4.               Professional              : they see themselves as             consultants

not salespeople.

5.                 Prepared                : they review every            detail             before 

each sales call.

6. Continuous                   learners                  : they              read             , listen to

               audio programs               and take additional            training            .

7.                Responsible               : they see themselves as the          Presidents          

of their own professional sales                corporations                .

                                         

 Continuous                                
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PART TWO

RELATIONSHIP SELLING

1. Relationships often                 continue                  after the sale.

2. The decision to buy means entering a                      long-term                      

relationship.

3. The customer wants a                    relationship                    fi rst.

4. Because of product/service complexity, the relationship is more

               important               than the product/service.

5. Antidote: New Model of Selling:

6. Rule:               Listening               builds trust and credibility.

7. Listening skills —               keys               to sales success.

 a) Listen               attentively               ; no interruptions.
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 b)                Pause               before replying.

 c) Question for                c) Question for                c) Question for clarifi cation               .

 d) Feed it            d) Feed it            d) Feed it  back            ; paraphrase in your own            words            .

8. Key differentiator in selling — the quality of the               trust bond               

that exists between you and your customer.

NOTES
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PART THREE

HANDLING OBJECTIONS

1. There are no               sales               without objections; objections indicate

               interest               .

2. Successful sales have               twice               as many objections.

3. Law of                Law of                Law of Six               ; number of objections is limited.

4. Preemptive strike; answer the objection                 before                 the customer 

brings it up.

5. Treat objections as                     requests                    for more information.

6.                    Compliment                   the objection; encourage more.

7. Hear it out                     Hear it out                     Hear it out completely                    ; be patient.

8. "                       Obviously you                       have a good reason for saying that. 

Do you mind if I ask what it is?"

9. "I understand exactly how you                   feel                   ."

 "Others                    felt                    the same way."

 "But this is what they                    found                    ."
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10. Responding to price objections:

 a) "Why do you               say               that?"

 b) "Why do you               feel               that way?"

 c) "Is               price               your only concern?"

 d) "How far               d) "How far               d) "How far  apart               are we?"

11. "Mr. Prospect, I know               price               is important to you. May I come 

back to that in just a moment?"

12. How much is it? "That's the               best part ! If it's not

               exactly right               for you, there's               no charge               ."

13.                Answer               the objection; provide               proof               , ask for 

confi rmation, proceed with presentation.

NOTES
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PART FOUR

CLOSING THE SALE

1. Product/services are                sold                , not                , not                , not bought                .

2. Top salespeople                 plan                 their                  their                  their closes                   

in advance.

3. Preparing to ask for the order:

 a) Does this make                sense                 to you so far?

 b) Do you have any                questions                or                or                or concerns                 

that I haven't covered so far?

4. Invitational Close:

5. Alternative Close:

6. Secondary Close:

7. Directive Close:

8. Sharp Angle Close:

9. Authorization Close:
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10. I Want To Think It Over Close:

 That's a good                idea                ;

 This is an important                 decision                ;

 Obviously you have a good                    reason                   for wanting to

 think it over;

 Do you mind if I ask what it is?;

 Is it the                 price                ?

11. The most important word in successful selling is the word,

  "                         ask                          ."

NOTES

 That's a good                




